
 

APPLICATION GUIDANCE FOR PREMIER GEL “Liquid Builder Gel" 

 

Application for Extensions using Tips/Paper Forms 
 
Step 1 Preparing the Nails 
 

1. Sanitise - Make sure both you and your clients hands are free of any nasties. 
2. Push back cuticles (eponychium) and make sure to remove any dead skin on the nail  plate, 

nip any excess skin if needed. 
3. Gently buff the natural nail plate using a 180 grit file (do not press hard just gently) to 

remove any shine. 
4. File the Free Edge of the nails to desired shape. 
5. Wipe over with acetone on lint free wipe to remove any excess dirt, dust and oils, this 

prepares the nail plate for the product and is best to use ONLY Acetone to do this, any other 
solutions may cause lifting and chipping of the polish. 

 
Step 2. Applying the Tips /Forms 
 

1. Choose the correct nail tips for your clients fingers, size them and put to 1 side 
2. Carefully apply glue and secure the tips to the nail plate.1 by 1 
3. Cut to required length, shape and file the nails, blend the plastic tip into the natural nail 

(being careful not to file into the natural nail causing any damage) 
4. You are now ready for the next step. 
5. If using Forms to sculpt apply your nail forms to the prepped nail 

 
Step 3. Applying a Base Coat 
 

1. For best results use a thin layer of  Rubber Base and apply this to the natural nail and the 
plastic tip – Cap Free edges by swiping the brush along the free edge to seal in the layer. 

2. If sculpting apply Rubber base coat to the natural nails 
3. Cure under an LED/UV Lamp for at least 60 seconds (LED) 2 Mins (UV) – We recommend 

using at least a 48 watt lamp for these timings (other lamps may vary on timings) 
4. Thats this part done, you are now ready to apply your Builder Application. 

 
Step 3 – Applying Liquid Builder Gel 
 

1. Choose the colour to be applied, using a thin-medium size bead of the product on the end of 
your brush apply this to the cured base coat starting at the cuticle and apply to the nail in a 
circular motion towards the free edge,  be careful not to get any on the skin as this will cause 
service breakdown and lifting will occur. (don't forget to cap your free edges) 

2. Once you have applied the st layer to the nails , let it self level into place, wipe any excess 
from the skin before placing into the lamp, then cure in an LED/UV Lamp for 60 seconds 
(LED) 2 mins (UV)- Sometimes if the nails are thin, or there is too much product on the nail 
it can cause a “Heat Spike” this is normal and if this occurs remove hands from the lamp, 
place front of the lamp to “show” the light, then replace fully back into the lamp to finish the 



cure – Our curing timings are only a guide but this will depend entirely on your own lamps 
capabilities.  

3. Next you need to apply a second layer of product but this time the bead needs to be a bit 
thicker than the 1st layer. Once you are happy with this cure this layer too 

4. Apply a 3rd layer if you need to.. 
5. This is the structure complete 

 
Step 4. Refining and Perfecting the Shape 
 

1. Once you are happy with the structure of the nail you need to refine the shape, wipe off the 
sticky layer with alcohol(IPA) or acetone and refine the nail, file the side walls and free 
edge and round the cuticle and over the nail to get rid of any imperfections 

2. Once you have your desired shape and finish you are now ready to add a colour or top coat. 
 
Step 5. Applying Colour / Top Coat 
 

1. If you are happy with the nail you can go straight on with colour / design of your choice, if 
not you can add a thin layer of 2 in 1 foundation base, cure this, then apply your colours (as 
per guidance notes for applying gel colour to natural nails(from colour steps) 

2. If you would prefer to leave the nail looking natural you can go ahead and apply a layer of 
Top Coat instead of colour (as per step 6) 

 
Step 6 – Applying Top Coat 
 

1. Now that you have the colours in place you need to seal this using a Top Coat, so apply a 
thin-medium layer to the colour/nail – not forgetting to cap the free edge with this as well. 

2. Cure in LED/UV Lamp 60-90 seconds (LED) 3 mins (UV) 
3. Thats it, this won’t leave a sticky layer as its a non wipe, so you are now good to go.. 
4. Don't forget to apply your cuticle oil to replenish and re-hydrate the nail. 


